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Spelling Mistake (The Kitchen Witch, Book FOUR)A fun cozy mystery - with witches!Amelia Spelled
discovers an old spellbook, which to her delight contains a spell to improve oneâ€™s baking. When
a spelling mistake is thrown into the mix, she accidentally summons an entity. Amelia does her best
to reverse the spell, but finds itâ€™s no piece of cake. When a murderer strikes, can Amelia rise to
the occasion, solve the murder, and find her abilities as a witch?All Morgana Best books are clean
cozy mysteries.In The Kitchen Witch series so far:1) Miss Spelled2) Dizzy Spells3) Sit for A Spell4)
Spelling Mistake5) ExSpelled - Pre-Release September 30, 20166) The Halloween Spell Pre-Release October 24, 2016.Note: This is a cozy mystery, a supernatural mystery.The Kitchen
Witch series will suit readers who like witches and wizard books, supernatural mystery books, cozy
crafts and hobbies mystery books, as well as books about witches.All Morgana Best books are
clean paranormal cozy mysteries.ABOUT THE AUTHORBest-selling Cozy Mystery author, Morgana
Best, lives in a sunny beach side town in Australia. She is owned by several animals: one highly
demanding rescued cat, and two less demanding dogs, a chocolate Labrador and a rescued Dingo,
as well as two rescued Dorper sheep, the ram, Herbert, and his wether friend, Bertie.Morgana is a
former college professor who now writes full time.In her spare time, Morgana loves to read cozy
mysteries and walk her dogs along the beach.
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Amelia Spelled inherited a magnificent Victorian house and bake shop from her Aunt Angelica. The
only problem is the house is â€œa liveâ€• and plays the TV at all hours of the day and night and
seems to like certain TV shows. Last story it was The Cooking Channel and Jamie Oliver, now its
â€œGame of Thorns.â€• The 2nd problem is Amelia cannot cook or bake to save her life. Also prior
to moving to Amelia did not know she was a witch, so along with the house, baking and trying out
her skills Amelia is what the kids today would call â€œa hot mess.â€•While transplanting a rose bush
Amelia accidently digs up a metal box with an old spell book inside. Thinking that a spell to improve
her baking skills would help her accidentally summons up an entity who says his name is Fred.
Ameliaâ€™s cats Willow and Hawthorn add to the story line, while the antics of the house make you
think what it would be like to have a house, which made a room just for you, or changes the rooms
around while youâ€™re sleeping.At the bake shop an ex-boyfriend Craig and the horrible mail lady
Kayleen were choosing their pastry when Scott Plank the town planner came in pushing Craig and
Kayleen out of the way demanding service immediately. Throwing a lemon bar cupcake on the floor,
Amelia left to get a broom to clean up. Returning she finds Fred her entity standing over the dead
body of Scott on the floor. OMG did Fred kill Scott and what happened to Craig and Kayleen.Amelia,
Ruprecht, Adler, Camino, Thyme and granddaughter Mint help Amelia solve this mystery. I love this
series, you laugh with the house antics, the cats giving clues to the mystery and the way Amelia is
beginning to know her powers.

Such a fun series. Morgana doesn't waste any time getting to the murder this time. Amelia and her
friends are getting to be accomplished sleuths. She is finding a way to navigate her path since
inheriting her aunt's house and bakery. A fast read that left me looking forward to the next book in
the series. Recommend this series for lovers of cozy mysteries with a big touch of magic.

This is a great book; this is the fourth book in the Kitchen Witch series written by Morgana Best.
Amelia Spelled is a witch and not the very best baker. When she discovers an old spell book, which
to her delight contains a spell to improve oneâ€™s baking. When a spelling mistake is thrown into
the mix, she accidentally summons an entity. She just needs to figure out how to reverse the spell.

This is a great book with a wonderful story and well developed characters. This book will keep you
reading long into the night and you will not want to put this book down until you finish. This was such
a great read and full of surprises. I am looking forward to reading the next book by this great author.
A Review copy was provided to me in exchange for a fair and honest review. The free book held no
determination on my personal review.

I've been so excited for the new book in this series to come out and 'Spelling Mistake' didn't
disappoint! I've said before that this is my favourite witchy cozy mystery series (and I've read a lot of
them), and this book has only confirmed that. Fun mystery, hilarious characters and a supernatural
'assistant' who only seems to hinder Amelia's efforts - 5 stars and absolutely recommend.

Amelua seems to be a bit of a bumbling "Witch" and can't get her spells right. This one isn't
necessariky her fault as the "spell" is mispelled and conjurs up an odd little assistant, one she could
do with out. This is a fun series with fun characters, don't miss out!

Another enjoyable story with Amelia! It all started when she was trying to plant a rose and dug up a
metal box! The contents really stirred up some mischief and the need to search for a killer.I love this
series! The characters are funny and interesting. The house is definitely one of a kind!I'm looking
forward to the next book in this series. Maybe Amelia will eventually learn to bake?
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